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Mobile power unit for simultaneous operation of two tools
The gasoline-powered P 630 SG is the perfect power unit for all operations requiring mobility.
It combines light weight and maximum power in an unique way and also features the turbo function to
speed up rescues considerably, making it a friend for all helpers who need to change locations quickly.

Advantages
+ Convenient size and light weight for high mobility
+ High flow rate for even faster work
+ Turbo function to double speed during rescue work
+ Practical carry frame for perfect all-round protection
+ Tank level is visible from outside

P 630 SG in turbo mode

Technical data

P 630 SG
4- stroke gasoline

Power

2.2 kW

Connection

2 tools

Operation

2 tools

Turbo function

included

Flow rate low
pressure– high pressure

2 × 183 - 2 × 42 cu. in. / min. / 2 × 3,0 - 2 × 0,7 l / min.

Flow rate turbo
low pressure- high pressure

1 × 354 - 1 × 82 cu. in. / min. / 1 × 5,8 - 1 × 1,35 l / min.

Standard oil quantity*

134.3 cu. in. / 2,2 l

Maximum oil quantity*

183.1 cu. in. / 3,0 l

Dimensions l × w × h

19.5 × 14.2 × 17.5 in. / 495 × 360 × 445 mm

Weight

52.7 lbs / 23,9 kg

* Fill quantity = useable quantity

Power units

Engine

WEBCODE: jlasgt
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P 630 OG

MOBILITY AND
HIGH PERFORMANCE
The P 630 OG motor pump is ideally suited for major
accidents when it must be quickly moved between
a number of locations. This lightweight power unit
also proves its advantages in rough terrain. Their
clear superiority is shown in use by its low weight
and very long operating times.
All of the components are perfectly matched to one another as LUKAS is the only manufacturer who uses
specially developed radial piston pumps. These are perfectly matched to the needs of rescue forces and we
produce them ourselves. This is another reason for their superiority in use

Vorteile
+ High mobility and easy transport

+ Sufficient oil for almost any combination of

+ High flow rate for fast opening and closing of

units
+ Foldable handle for easy storage

the tools

Technische Daten

P 630 OG
4-stroke gasoline

Power max.

1.6 kW

Connection

1 tool

Operation

1 tool

Max. operating pressure

10,150 psi / 700 bar

Flow rate low pressure

195.3 cu. in. / min. / 3,2 l / min

Flow rate high pressure

42.7 cu. in. / min. / 0,7 l / min

Standard oil quantity*

103.7 cu. in. / 1.7 l

Maximum oil quantity*

183.1 cu. in. / 3 l

Dimensions: l × w × h

16.5 × 12.0 × 16.1 in. / 420 × 304 × 408 mm

Weight

35.1 lbs / 15.9 kg

*Fill quantity = useable quantity

Power units

Engine

WEBCODE: ucietz
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